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for the abolishment of the
Winterim program will be
voted on by faculty next
month The task force which
comprises Dean Landman
Dean Townsley Dr Jacobson
and Dr Cameron is also
recommending that the spring
semester begin in mid-
January
According to Bette Land-
man Dean of the College the
intent of the task force was to
ascertain if Winterim was
fulfilling an honest need for
all students After debate
they concurred that Winterim
profitable and should be
redesigned Their recom
mendation is to discontinue
Winterim and to begin the
spring semester in mid-
January allowing three weeks
for optional work during that
month Although Landman
views the program as
valuable one she says It has
not been universally successful
for all students and all depart
ments
By Craig Taylor
In honor of Black History
Month the Association of
Beaver Blacks is sponsoring
series of guest speakers to ad
dress the Beaver Community
Included in this series will be




On February 4th at 730 in
the Mirror Room the first of
the speakers was Althris Shir
dan currently the only black
professor at Beaver Shirdans
speech titled The New
Decade Which Way Do We
Go traced the plight of the
Negro in overcoming sup
pression and oppression and
fighting strong racism from
the 50s through the 80s It
also gave enlightening en
couragement to students about
the future
Shirdan ascertained that the
was time when there
was great reassurgence of
black identity During that
time black people were
struggling to identify them
selves with their ancestral
heritage through their dress
appearance conversation and
Islamic religion Shirdan also
spoke of Dr Martin Luther
King and his peaceful but ef
fective methods of leading
millions of people in the
struggle against inequality and
institutional racism She did
not fail to include Malcolm
and the not so peaceful Black
Panther movement of the 60s
headed by Bobby Seals in her
discussion
Moving into the 70s races
began to join together and ac
cording to Shirdan it was the
Winterim has been subject
of debate among faculty and
students since its inception
Many believe that Winterim is
not functioning the way it was
envisioned to number of
students try to fulfill the
requirement with minimal ef
fort many students work on
projects on internships within
their area of expertise There
is immense diversity in the
quality quantity and type of
work completed during Wm
terim
Hal Stewart Registrar and
Director of Winterim ex
plains that the initial objective
of Winterim was to provide
enriching experiences outside
of students major About
four years ago however in
ternships off-campus began to
replace innovative courses on
campus Currently he says
The requirements are
fulfilled by the majority of the
students but dont think
students feel strongly about
Winterim
Stewart maintains that many
experiences have been
valuable and that he would be
frightening time of truth
where we had to face the
reality of being involved in in
stitutional racism injustice
and militarism In un
derstanding the decade of the
70s we had to struggle with
the new realities and the stark
vision of the way of America
Blacks began to identify with
other notable black people
who were doing things despite
racial resistance To explain
this Shirdan cited people like
Hatcher Americas first black
mayor Andrew Young the
first congressman since recon
struction and Shirley
Chisholm to name few
Through political power
blacks tried to raise their stan
dard of living and let their
identity be known In the
70s the challenge to the
American system became
deeper she went on to say
and whites began to join in
with the blacks coalition
of young black and white
people called the African
Support Nation marched on
Washington in 1972 Also in
the 70s the World Com
mission of Islam opened their
doors to whites They stopped
saying that whites were
demons with the red tails
Drawing to the conclusion
of her speech Shirdan offered
advice as to how to combat
th ever-present problems of
todays society See where
weve been and learn through
our mistakes And dont do
things the old way that is
through violence and
militarism She hopes the
present generation
will plan
new ways to tackle todays
Continued on page CoL
unhappy to see all of that lost
But he says the complaints
are not unfounded would




that Winterim will be
retained on an optional basis
although some departments
may still make it
requirement
One department in which
Winterim plays an integral
role is the Education
Department According to
Dr Richard Polis Chair
man of the Department Win
terim is tied into departmental
requirements Education
students must complete field
experience by the end of their
sophomore year as well as
senior internship Winterim
provides an ideal time to
fulfill these requirements
Polis feels that most
Education Department mem
bers would probably favor
retention of Winterim
although Polis views four-
week period of work in
January that would not be
By Jeff Nethauer
At the Department Chair
mans meeting held last
December the faculty
decided to make proctoring
last semesters final exams op
tional for each professor
Many students were upset
since this is blatant violation
of the Beaver College Honor
Code
The main body of the
Honor Code prohibits
professors from remaining in
the same room with students
while an exam is being con
ducted except to answer
questions The code places
students on their honor not to
cheat and if they should hap
pen to observe cheating it is
their responsibility to report
the violation to the professor
According to Gale
DiGiorgio Director of
Student Affairs many faculty
members were dissatisfied
with the amount of cheating
that has occurred in recent
years However it is unclear
what bearing the decision to
make proctoring optional to
the professor will have on the
present honor code Many
feel that if proctoring is
allowed then Beaver no
longer has an honor code but
cheating code
One department chairman
stated In December the
faculty didnt decide anything
about proctoring They just
took laissez faire attitude
and allowed each professor to
make their own decision
hether to proctor their final
exams or not
DiGiorgio pointed out that
the real problem was that no
one was really sure who has
the jurisdiction to enact
change in the honor code or
required by all students as
reasonable compromise
In order to determine
student opinion Dr Arthur
Breyer Chairman of the
Chemistry and Physics
Departments distributed sur
veys in student mailboxes
before winter break Breyer
wished to know if faculty com
ments pertaining to student
views on Winterim were ac
curate He has so far received
about 180 returns
Although the survey results
are not final at this time the
tally shows fifty-four students
in favor of keeping Winterim
and thirty-five in favor of
dropping Winterim Seeking
further student input Breyer
also included proposal that
Winterim be improved by
providing more special credit
courses for majors better
on-campus and off-campus in
tership program more op
portunities for independent
study for credit and
carefully organized program
of innovative and useful non-
credit courses Fifty-eight
even to abolish it Many
students are unhappy because
they feel that the decision to
proctor exams is not solely up
to the professor
S.G.O President Michele
Dock uncovered an article
concerning the changing of
the honor code published
several years ago in the
Beaver News Dock claimed
that according to the article if
the honor code were to be
abolished it would require
either faculty or student
majority vote However
revision would require both
student and faculty majority
vote Dock added that many
faculty feel that allowing
proctoring of exams is in ef
fect abolishing the honor code
so that this only would require
majority faculty vote She
stated that it is probable that
the Senate will forward
suggestion to the faculty to
discontinue proctoring exams
unless the honor code is
revised She also stated that
the Senate will work on
resolution to revise the honor
code
By Bruce Silversteli
The Senate of The Beaver
College Student Government
Organization met officially on
Tuesday for the first time this
semester The formalities of
introducing the officers and
explaining parliamentary
procedure were unnecessary
since there had been an in-
formal dinner meeting the
prior night to
inform the new
senators of those aspects of
are in favor of improving Win
terim and sixteen are opposed
Faculty opinion is also
divergent Eighteen are in
favor of dropping Winterim
and ten are in favor of keeping
Winterim Thirteen are in
favor of improving Winterim
and fifteen are opposed
Breyer is essentially in
favor of Winterim par
ticularly in light of the
Quantitative Analysis course
he teaches during January
Breyer explains that it is an in
tensive four-week course that
requires many hours of work
nd great accuracy Taking
the course during Winterim
allows students to keep their
equipment set up and allows
the professor and students to
get to know one another on
personal level
Breyer as do many others
recognizes the value of non-
academic as well as
academic courses Un
fortunately says Breyer
course in automobile repair
and organic gardening are
much thing of the past
Many will recall that last
semester the Senate worked
on resolution to revise the
honor code The proposed
changes included allowing
faculty member to remain in
the room during an exam and
the responsibility of reporting
violations was to be placed
upon the faculty instead of the
students
The resolution was promp
ted by the result of poll
taken year ago of students
and faculty Eventhough this
poll showed that majority of
students and faculty believed
in the honor code the poll
revealed that approximately
1/3 of the student body had
witnessed violation and not
reported it
The S.G.O vote on the
resolution did not produce the
2/3 majority needed for it to
pass An Ad Hoc Committee
was formed to review the
honor code and make
suggestions toward possible
improvements However this
committee did not make any
progress on the matter
the Senate Thus the Senate




The new business of the
Senate consisted solely of
Committee oppointments ad
ditional budget requests and
by-law approval There was
no old business
The most discussed issue
Continued on page CoL
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EDITORIAL
Now that the Winterim program faces dubious future
it is particularly timely to consider the value of corn-
pulsory but non-speóific work or study for all students
during the month of January Clearly there is value
inherent in any experience be it Ukranian egg painting or
scientific research However to force alt students to corn-
plete what is in many cases an arbitrary project during
their winter break is to impose too strict requirement
on too nondescript program This is not to say that the
Winterim procedure should be tightened Rather it is to
say that the Winterirn requirement should be abolished
without abolishing the principles behind Winterim During
the month of January give students the option of corn-
pleting course or project on or off-campus that fulfills
nothing but their desire to pursue knowledge In this way
the conflict concerning equal credit for unequal work will
be eliminated without sacrificing the opportunity for per-
sonal and intellectual growth
Letters to the Editor
To the Editor
was to put it mildly astonished that not stick of type
told ycrnr readers of the Emily Dickinson Sesquidentennial
Party organized last week -- not before not during not
after Thats passing strange news judgment inasmuch as
the New York Times the United Press International
national wire the inquire the Bulletin The Bucks County
Courier-Times and the Gienside Times all gave the
celebration substantial coverage Why as our
disgracefully under attended English club poetry reading
began there were no English Department faculty at all
there for shame Barry Wentz called me long distance
from Wichita Kansas to say excitedly that the News Eagle
was carrying long story on our Glenside observance of
the 150th birthday of the greatest woman poet who has yet
graced our shores
Can it be true that temporary dropout from Beaver in
Wichita was better informed that day than all the students
in Glenside But then the English Department didnt set
the student.journalists such hot example either only
one teacher read one poem in the 1775 poem MUSEA
THON Another came to the party for five minutes and left
assume this woeful lack of generosity represents vic
tory of personal pettiness over respect for the memory of
Emily Dickinson squalid triumph4 It also more
seriously represents the deplorable persistence in our
midst ofKirbyside journalism the kind pioneered here in
Philly by Walter Annenberg who when he had spat with
the head of the Seventy-Sixer simply blipped basketball
coverage in the inqulrsr The whole college stands to lose
by that tacky tradition But meanspirited people punish
themselves They missed hell of good party Dullness
bores itself to death generally fitting Dante-like punish-
ment Yours for more objective journalism
Patrick Hazard
Professor of English
Letters to the Editor
the challenge of our world which is becoming smaller and
smaller and has proportionately greater communication
needs
it is not easy to persist in language study at Beaver
College French Spanish and German are not ideal elec
tives for anyone with less than tinge of masochism In
their blood However you have survived the initial dif
ficulties and promise you will never regret your hard
work You are very special part of the future of this
country and you represent great promise salute you and
look forward to working with you this spring
-Der Verstand ist wie em Fallschirm Er funktioniert nur
wenn er often ist
-La mente es como el paracaidas Solo funclona
cuando se abre
-Lesprit est un parachute Tous les deux ne fonc




was very disappointed to see George Bushs picture
on the cover of my latest copy of the Bsavsr College
Herald The fact that Beaver gave him an honorary degree
is not something am proud of As graduate of liberal
arts college Im aware enough to know that life under
the next administration is not something Im looking for-
ward to was not pleased to see it heralded in my alumni
magazine
For those of us who care more about health education
housing public transportation safe energy clean air and
water equality and justice than we do about the welfare
of the Fortune 500 Fundamentalist Christian moral codes
and multi-national oil monopolies the next four years will
be pretty hard to stomach And those of us who care
wont We will retch till were rid of it all
You might have come up with more inspirational
figure to cover the Herald with at this crucial time in our
political history Ive never known any Beaver Colleqe
publication with the exception of some student
publications to reflect my views or perspectives as either
student or an alumna or staff person for that matter
was suprised however to find that you had gone so far
afield
Sincerely
Barbara Sheehan Class of 78
To the Editor
am prisoner on death row at the Ariz State Prison
and have rather unusual request to make of you and
your paper would like for you to run this letter in your
paper for students of law and criminology to read Or
maybe just anyone who might be interested would really
appreciate It if you could help me with this because am
kind of desperate right now and it is the only thing can
think of dont know about the rest of the country but
Arizona has law that says they only have to furnish you
with an appeal lawyer through the State Supreme Court
and after that you are on your own My problem is that
dont have the funds to take my appeal to the federal
courts and dont have any other way of getting lawyer
In my appeal am not trying to get released to the streets
but only to have my death penalty reduced to life in prison
because am guilty of the crimes that am here for and
feel that should have to pay for them in some way
am not allowed to use the crimes that am here for to
try to make money and also have to make it plain that
am not trying to steal anything or to put it on an exchange
basis in any way dont have lot to offer but am willing
to do whatever can to help students with their classes by
describing life on death row and in other prIsons that
have been in can also supply the details of other crimes
that have pulled in the past and done time for or just an-
swer questions anyone might have about crime prisons
and the courts will also answer every letter get
whether the person sending it can help me financially or
not
If anyone Is interested write to Larry Evans Ariz
State Prison 36165 Box 629 Florence Arizona 85232 The
prison will only accept postal money orders and any help





was that of $350 additional
budget request from the
Beaver Association of Fine
Arts Although no represen
tative of the club was present
their case was presented by
Carla Mackey and Jamie
Jacobsoi of the Budgetary
Committee Mackey reported
that BAFA had requested
$500 in additional funds and
after review of the
request
Budgetary had felt it fair to
award the club an additional
$350 Most of the questions
concerned the need for the
money Many senators wanted
to know where and how the
additional money is to be
spent Mackey accounted for
the original request of $500
and then explained what had
been dropped by Budgetary
Among the items which were
deemed unnecessary had been
memorial for Ellen Lande
Beaver College student who
was killed last year in
motorcycle accident After
further debate the Senate
agreed to the grant of $350
but with the binding
stipulation that $60 of the
money be spent on the
memorial Other grants which
were rewarded were $90 to
NORML to pay for the
registration fee for the
NORML Tenth Mniversary
Conference and $400 to the
Equestrian team to pay for
various events and refresh-
ments
Among the appointments
which are confirmed by the
Senate were Lori Haag as
sophomore representative to
Budgetary Edna Chism and
Janice Coppel to the
Nominating Committee and
Stephen Jones Ellen Green-
span Mary Till Kathy
Mackin Jennifer Walker and
Lois Trebing as for officers of
the Security Council
The by-law confirmation
was that of the Beaver
College Gospel Choir
newly formed as yet un
funded campus club The
clubs by-laws were accepted
by near unanimous vote of
25 for against and no ab
stentions
At an informal dinner
meeting Monday night
S.G.O President Michelle
Dock met with the newly dcc
ted senators and introduced
herself and her officers Vice
President Cindy Burgess and
Secretary Herb Baily Dock
distributed list of guidelines
which she compiled for Senate
attendance The list included
the warning that two unex
cused absences will be basis
for dismissal from Senate
BEAVER
Vol LV No 13
Breyer Named Chairmanof Phila AS
To The Editor Dr Arthur Breyer As the Chairman-elect for
This is letter of congratulations to select group of Chairman of Beavers 1980 Dr Breyer was respon
students at Beaver It is addressed only to those who are Chemistry and Physics sible for organizing the mon
entering the second semester of language class Departments has been elec- thly program meetings for
Id like to express my admiration for all of you who are ted chairman of the 198l and chairing the
willing to put up with the extra work and the scheduling Philadelphia Section of the Philadelphia Section Award
problems involved In continuing your foreign language American Chemical Society Committee and the Program
study You deserve the attention of the community and are for 1981 The Philadelphia Committee Dr Breyer also
group of far-sighted young people who will represent Section of ACS with mem- chaired several Board of
this country as world citizens rather than the monolingual bership of over four thousand Directors meetings in the ab
Americans most of us continue to be As individuals chemists is the largest action sence of the chairman
willing to make some sacrifices you seem to be meeting in the nation Dr Breyers responsibilities
for 1981 will include chairing
the monthly Board of Direc
tors and Technical Program
Meetings serving as an ex
officio member of the twenty
section committees working
on projects which will meet
the needs of his section mem








Things were pretty quiet as
walked into the Chat There
were few people at the
counter preparing for late
night pig ott and one or two
people relaxing in the Chats
oh so comfortable wooden
chairs
approached the counter
asked for large Pepsi and
then came the moment of
truth
Tom said Im
reporter for the Beaver News
Would you mind very much
being interviewed
Yes would came the
reply
Naturally was flab
bergasted Refuse an in
terview with the Beaver
News Impossible Im
possible Not quite With lit
tle cajoling however Tom
relented and retuctantly
agreed to answer few
questions There was twinkle
in his eyes when he did so
It should have warned me
The questions were simple
at first
Last name McClaine
Which he proceeded to
spell
Birthplace New York City
Current residence Ambler
How long have you been
working at Beaver Five
years
Then the fun began
Would you mind if ask
how old ou are
Yes he said at first then




Well certainly wont use
that answer in the article
thought as prepared to ask
the next question Anyway Ill
get some better answers to
other questions Thirty-nine3
Really
Have you had any
education after high school
asked only half listening




looked at him very
quickly You did asked
interestedly Now here was
bit of information could use
When the chuckle erupted
knew something was up
People dont chuckle like that
without reason
Sure did he said still
chuckling delightedly went







CPR Yes CPR Because it midst
save your life to enloy all that the City
has to offer
CPR is an easyto-Ieam technique
that can enable you to sustain the life of
victim of cardiac arrest until help
arrives
Thanks to support from the United
Way you have the unique opportunity
to learn CPR at 18 convenient locations
throuout Philadelphia and Eastern
Montgomery County There is no charge
for this training
If CPR can save life then doesnt it
make sense for it to be tradition Of








What have gotten myself
in to thought dourly wat
ching as he laughed behind
the counter waited patiently
as the laughter slowly faded
and then began to ask the next
question Before could do
so however Tom offered
bit of information of his own
speak five languages he
announced happily
was afriad to say it but
did anyway Oh really
came out as weak croak
Yeah he said and listed
the languages as English
Spanish French German
and Italian found that the
extent of his Spanish was Si
Si and of his French and
Oui oul and was about to
ask him about his German
when he said Yeah speak
Italian but cant tell you
what can say never




somewhere along the line
begun chewing on my nails
but stumbled along anyway
The next question came
timidly By now Tom was get
ting into being interviewed so
he urged me on
How would you describe
yourself asked mentally
clapping my hands over my




Any avid movie-goer knows
Christmas time means an am-
pie selection of movies in the
threatres to chose from This
winter vacation was no dif
ferent from those of previous
years In the past two months
the six major film studios have
released thirteen new movies
not to mention countless B-
movies from the smaller
companies and the various re
releases of the Disney Studios
One aspect of cinema which
has recently changed is the
ticket price ticket for the
average first-run film is swiftly
approaching the $4.00 mark
some movies such as ThE
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
and STAR TREK have
already achieved this mark
which means that one must be
more selective of the films he
or she chooses to see
especially when one is paying
for date Fortunately the
poor quality of this years
collection of films has made
this choice fairly simple one
It seems that the movie studios
have produced more junk for
this winter than ever before
fact which may be con
tributing to the sag in the once
high movie-goer turnout
Although case can be made
for the high prices being
responsible for this sag the
huge success of THE
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
presents evidence to the con
trary
With comedies dominating
the winter scene it logically
follows that the comedies also
dominate the bulk of the poor
movies Leading the way are
Warners FIRST FAMILY
and Paramounts POPEYE
which both prove that
established comedians cant
was to come
Silence The hands in my
mind lifted slightly
Tom
Im me thats all finally
came the reply
think it was at this point
that began to pray
Tom continued with the last
question Ive been trying to
hit the Pennsylvania Lottery
since they started but dont
think it can be done What
dya call that Pessimistic
Optimistic
was afraid to answer so
asked another question Ah
safe one thought to myself
What are your hobbies
Trying to win million
bucks Tom said Id like to
break the casinos but dont
have the money to do it
prayed harder
started to get into the
heavier stuff and thought he
has to be serious about this
question
Wrong
What do you think about
young people today asked
thoughtful pause
Ah thought hes going to
give me straight answer
should have known better
dont have anything
against the youunger
generation he said in reply
After all was young once
myself
It occurred to me
Prices
Down
produce laughs from an
empty theatre Following
close behind are Columbias
STIR CRAZY waste of
the fine comedic talents of
both Gene Wilder who hasnt
been funny since he left the
Mel Brooks stable and
Richard Pryor and 20th Cen
tury Foxs NINE TO FIVE
and CHANGE OF
SEASONS which relies on the
au naturale scenes of Bo 10
Derek to sell tickets
On the other hand
Columbias production of Neil
Simons SEEMS LIKE OLD
TIMES is one comedy worth
seeing Chevy Chase and
Goldie Hawn the stars of
FOUL PLAY are reunited in
this film Chase for the first
time since leaving Saturday
Night Live is in top form and
Goldie Hawn the .star of
PRIVATE BENJAMIN con
tinues to develop into one of
the top actresses of the times
OLD TIMES emerges as the
only comedy around which
doesnt drag on with joke
here and there but carries the
audience for almost full two
hours rarity in these days of
the 90-minute movie
Leaving the comedies
behind there is Universals
release of FLASH GOR
DON Universal had hoped to
capitalize on the success of
SUPERMAN and the
television series starring the
HULK however they soon
learned the lesson ABC is
still recovering from $20
million budget doth nota suc
cess make Also in the process
of learning valuable and
costly lesson is United Artists
which has discovered that the
mere presence of Marion
Brando and George Scott
could not transform THE
somewhere around this time
that this interview would not
be exactly easy to write
figured had better cut it
short and rush to the Beaver
News office to begin the task
Besides thought better to
bow out gracefully with my
sanity still intact
Well Tom began my
last question are there any
changes youd like to see in
this world
FORMULAs poor script into
good one And Warner
Studios has managed to
disprove the mathematical law
that two negatives equal
positive with its release of
ANY WHICH WAY YOU
CAN terrible sequel to the
terrible ANY WHICH WAY
BUT LOOSE On the positive
side there are three genuinely
good movies and one worth
honorable mention
Associated Film Distributers
ThE JAZZ SINGER rates
honorable mention for even if
the acting wont win any
Oscars the music and lyrics
may Another A.F.D release
is THE MIRROR
CRACKED an entertaining
version of an Agatha Christie
plot The film comprises ex
cellent acting from the Queen
of the movies Elizabeth
Taylor and plot which even
Sherlock Hol mes would have
had trouble uncovering The
other two films both of
Yeah he said glancing
around the Chat We need
water fountain in here
murmurred confused
thank you see you again soon
as turned to leave
very
interesting conversation to
say the least said to myself
as stumbled away But
learned little about Tom
McClaine
think
highly serious nature are
United Artists RAGING
BULL an engrossing portrait
of an aging boxer portrayed
by Robert DiNero and
Paramounts production
THE ELEPHANT MAN
which reveals the true story of
severely malformed man
whose life was one of almost
complete misery When Oscar
nominations are announced
these two films will most
assuredly head the list
On more positive note the
failure of so many of the
established stars to fill the
theatres could possibly open
doors for new talent un
proven quality actors and ac
tresses who may bring the
movie industry back to the
forefront of the public Other
wise we may be stuck with no
alternative to the boob tube
and its fantastic programming
like Charlies Angels Love
Boat and Thats Incredible
TOM Upclose and Personal
Calendar of Events
February 12 19 1981
February 12 lhe Comitry GuI 800 Little Theatre Free to
Beaver Students with ID
February 13 The Couatry Girl 800 Little Theatre $2 for
Students $4 for Mults
Pre Valentines Day Disco 1000 Stitler sponsored by the
Association of Beaver Blacks Admission
February 14 Valentines Day
The Cowitry Girl 800 Little Theatre $2 for Students
Semi-formal 800 pm 100 am Mirror Room Sponsored by
SPB 18 piece band refreshments Tickets $3/person $5/couple
February 15 Auditions Dolls House 630 Little Theatre
February 16 Auditions Dolls House 630 Little Theatre
Larry Kane discusses Current Commentary 800 pm Mirror
Room Sponsored by Forum
February 17 Auditons Dolls House 630 Little Theatre
Speaker Don Saunders from the Institute of Social Impact 730
Mirror Room Sponsored by Association of Beaver Blacks
February 18 Meeting Jewish Student Union 245 Blake Debbie
Bartoff will discuss Social Action for the 80s
Speaker Wilbur Hobbs The Black Student Challenges of the
80s 730 Mirror Room Sponsored by the Association of
Beaver Blacks
February 19 Still Rise 800 Little Theatre Avante Theatre
Company $3.50 Sponsored by the Association of Beaver Blacks
FrIday February 13 1981 THE BEAVER NEWS Page
By Aiohie Green
In honor of Black History
Month February Antoine
Green has compiled facts per-
taming to Negro achieve-
ments These will be
printed in the Beaver
Ne for three consecutive
weeks This comprises
record of documented facts
which have been largely sup-
pressed from common
knowledge By no means is
this an attempt to elevate the
Negro above other races
would then parallel the
mistake that me Caucasons
have been making for hun-
dreds of years This is jmt my
way of showing people that
Negroes have heritage of
which they can be proud
once read that one may judge
the wealth of nation by the
wealth of its minorities Pride
is form of wealth which can-
not be measured By raising
the pride of one race you raise
the pride of natn
This weeks topic Great
Men of Color
Beethoven the worlds
greatest musician was without
doubt dark mulatto He was
called The Black Spaniard
Frederick Hertz German an-
trhopologist in Race and
Civilization refers twice to
Beethovens Negroid Traits
and his dark skin and flat
thick nose pp 123 178
Frau Fisher an intimate
acquaintance of Beethovens




Schauffler The Man Who
Freed Manic Vo 18
1929 for further readings see
Rogers J.A Sex and Race
Vol pp 288 289 302
1941
Cheops Negro built
the Great Pyramid one of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient
By
Dees Michele Grossmain
During January while many
of us were engaged in various
Wmterim projects group of
ten ambitious Beaverites
diligently worked together on
The Coaitry Gil The result
of this time and effort may be
seen this weekend when Clif
ford Odetss drama opens
The play will be performed
Thursday Friday and Satur
day evenings at 800 p.m in
the Little Theatre Thursdays
performance is free for
Beaver students with ID
Friday and Saturday night
World It is 451 feet high has
2500000 blocks of grante
each 21/2 tons covers 13
acres took 100000 men
thirty years to build and was
completed in 3730 B.C
The portrait of Cheops
shows his Negro strain See
reproductions in Flinders
Petrie Abydos Pt XIV Pt
II London 1903 See also




The city of Chicago was
founded in 779 by Bapte
Pont de Snide Negro See
Wisconsin Historical Collec
Inns Vol 23 Mission Fields
at Home March 1954 Sh
cakleton says The first set-
tier of Chicago as
distinguished from explorers
and temporary abiders was as
Chicagoans themselves cx-
press it Black man
West Indian Negro 14
920
lmhotep of Ancient
Egypt was the real father of
medicine He lived about
2300 B.C Greece and Rome
obtained their knowledge of
medicine from him In Rome
he was worshipped as the
Prince of Peace in the form of
Black man His Ethiopian
pictures show him to be
Negro The saying Eat
drink and be merry for torn-
morrow we die has been
traced to him lippocrates
the so-called Father of
Medicine lived 2000 years
after Imhoted
Ancient Egypt The Light of
the World Vol II 755
London 9707 The statues of
Imhotep in the Cairo Musuem
show Negroid features
They are reproduced in
Daressys Catalogue General
Des Antiques Egyptennes Du
Musee Du Caire Plate IV
38045 and PlateV
tickets are $2 Reservations
are available by dialing ext
380
The production is being
directed by Ronn Tombath
Tambaugh an actor in New
York City is member of Ac-
tors Equity and the Screen
Actors Guild His knowledge
and understanding of the play
and the theatre have brotht
most exciting dimension to
this production
The cast of The Coudry
Girl includes Pam Downs
Paul arozzi Debbie amp-
ton Pam Perry Tracy
Coleman Robyn Wor
Dr Daniels Wdlinms
Negro Chicago surgeon who
died in 1931 was the first to
perform successful operation
on the human heart Medical
Record March 27 897 The
patient was James Cornish
On November 15 218
B.C Hannibal full-b loode4
Negro marching through
conquered territory in Spain
and France performed the
astounding feat of crossing the
Alps Wtth only 26000 of his
original force of 82000 men
remaining he defeated Rome
the mightiest military power of
that age who had million
men in every battle for the
next 15 years Hannibal is
Father of Military Strategy
His strategies are still tatht
in the leading military
academies of the United
States England France Ger
many and other lands
Though usually depicted as
white man his coins in the
British Museum and the
Musco Kercheriano Rome
show him to have been an
African of purest type with
rings in his ears Also remem
ber that Hannibal was an
African
In 1538 AskIa The
Greg Emperor of Songhay
ruled an empire that stretched
from the Atlantic Ocean to
Lake Chad and larger than
Western Europe His capital






All of the information in
this article has been taken
from Rogers iA 100
Amazing Facts About the
Negro For further readings
see J.A Rogers Sex and
Race Vol II and Ill and
World Greatest ofColor Vol
and II
thington Dennis Smith and
Yvonne Aldon The crew is
made-up of Dawn Hurowitz
David Wilson Tom Devito
Michael Stein and Deena
Grossmann Beth Flora is
responsible for the sound and
lights Michael Donahue has
designed and built most
extrodinary set Dottie Cutler
has chosen and collected ap
propriate costumes
Dont miss out on the
newest part of Theatre
Playshops successful season
Make your reservations and




bookstore was renovated this
past January The ceiling was
repaired to stop the oc
casional water leakage from
the dining hall and the lights
were quite clearly made
brighter
Ann Canaan manager of
the bookstore stated that
more renovations are planned
By David WiMn
Steely Dan Graucho
Well just another good
Steely Dan album mean its
got all the usual lyrics horn
charts fancy guitar solos et
al.. But it really is good some
of the most tasteful and
sophisticated music Ive heard
in sears it seems and definite
must for those quiet occasions
when beer and pizza do not
make it Forget it kids this
music is for Mults Only and
should be marked as such





And its not even about
punk band Gosh do you
think this guy could be cool
after all wont waste time
raving about the quality of the
lyrics the improved produc
tion and the tastefulness of
Mark Knopflers writing and
playing No Ill go one step
further This is the album
Bruce Springsteen could have
made Had He Not Sold Out
Remember Bruce Clever
chap bit scniffy Sort of came
racism throth the knowledge
that can be attained from
college education
After Mrs Shirdans speech
the floor was opened for
questions When questioned by
Clara Pugh about President
Reagans cutback threat Shir
dan replied They will take
awhile to put it into gear so
lets just wait and see She
went on to explain that
bureaucracy is strong
barrier for him Reagan to
go up against She expressed
belief that whites as well as
blacks will be affected and in
some cases put ott of their
jobs She supported this asser
tion with the fact that the
majority of the workers in the
aid programs that finance
minorities are white
Several others engaged in
the open discussion including
Dr Schwartz chairman of the
Political Science program
Mrs Helene Cohen of the
Foreign Language program
Mr Carey from Lin
coin High School in
Philadelphia and Dr
Norman Johnston chairman
of the Sociology department
were also present




for the future The walls will
be painted yellow and new
counters will be installed
Furthermore the bookstore
will soon institute new policy
sure to please thrifty students
Every Thursday will be sale
day One item in the store will
go on sale Canaan will be
trying out new lines of
products and encourages
student feedback
on like an auto mechanic
whod listen to Blonde on
Blonde one thousand times
Yeah he had his moments
But since he was sucked into
the Great American Platinum
Machine hes lost the poetic
touch replacing it with king
of Barry-Manilow-from
Tacony-Palmyra pop vision
Mark Knoplers not the type
of guy who spends lot of
time looking into the mirror if
you hear what am saying
and on M.M he makes the
best Dylan moves since Bob
traded in his marmulkan
Listen to Romeo and Juliet
Youll think it was 1975 all
over again
The Jam Soinid Affects
Here they are Englands
most popular group No not
the Jaahhn the Jam Paul
Weller Angry Young singer-
songwriter-guitarist is of the
Pete Townshcnd School of
Chord changes The minimal
Sixties sound is updated with
irregular rhythms and fresh
lyrical ideas Not for students
of midcult but must for
those who want World View
on Pop Music
spoke well as far as defining
the future and directing what
we as new generation can do
to effect legislation Debbie
Wright questioned on her
thothts about the lecture
replied with three adjectives
that seemed to sum up the
speech quite adequately It
was good motii7ating and
enlightening
Mrs Shirdan has been
member of Beaver Colleges
Sociology department since
last semester She recom
mends her courses to anyone
who is interested in the area of
Social Welfare She says It
kind offihls in the gap between
all fields Raised and
schooled through the high
school level in Montgomery
Alabama as she informed the
Beaver News in personal in-
terview she appears to have
strong and authoritative man-
ner about her She is quite
dynamic in her knowledge of
Social Welfare and is presen
tly working on her dissertation
after which she will have
Ph.D in Social Welfare plan-
fling administration and
research
For complete listing of
Black History Month events
contact Clara Pugh Ext 292
In closing Canaan thanked




student wishes to retirn nant
be retwned completedly im
marked by March 2nd In ad-
dklon the text book store will
be closed for the semester on
March 31
Black History Month
Great Men Of Color
Music Review
Dapper Dan And Sonic Straits
hirdan
Coatinid froas
Theatre Playshop Presents Country Girl
Teaching Opportunities in
Montessori
A.M.S Approved 1981 Summer Teacher
Training Program in Phila PA Ithaca NY
CALL TOLL FREE 800-523-0874
PA CALL COLLECT 215-233-0141
AERCO Moritessori
1400 Willow Grove Ave. Phila. PA 19118
Bookstore Impairments Remedied
Page THE BEAVER NEWS Friday bwary 13 1981
By Lisa Stoat
We cannot be registered
full-time students forever It
just isnt financially possible
unless one has an extremely
rich family inherits great
sum of money or wins the
million dollar lottery
Needless to say such financial
status is rarely obtained over
night Therefore the less for
tunate of us will someday
move out of the classrooms
and join the American work
force With inflation unem
ployment and discrimination
the way it is today the thought
of joining the American work
force can produce fearful and
dubious feelings On the
brighter side however those
with college degree will
most likely have more op





basement floor of Heinz Hall
is Career Service Library
and man dedicated to
guiding students after
graduation Seniors are
probably familiar with him but
for those who are not his
name is Chuck Lower
Lower makes appointments
with students in their seventh
semester to discuss post
graduate plans but student
may make an appointment to
speak with him earlier in his
By Theresa Petosa
Ive been here for nine
months and think Ive been
bored total of two hours..
was Comparative Religion
and Psychology major in un
dergraduate school Only half
of what Ive learned came
from that The other half
came from living in this dorm
Im being taught ten times
more than Im teaching
them
This was the reaction Buck
Butler had to the question of
whether or not he liked his ex
perience as an in
Thomas Hall Buck twenty-
seven year old Californian
turned Westminster student
is currently the resident
assistant on the second floor




Academy is an intensive study
program for foreign students
wishing to learn English
Various colleges across the
country sponsor this program
in which students from all
over the world come and live
as campus residents to further
their understanding of the
English language EqIally as
important many of the foreign
students have genuine in
terest in learning about and
becoming part of American
society and American culture
Unfortunately however this
facet of the learning ex
perience has not yet been
realized to satisfactory
degree for number of the
residents of Thomas Hall
Buck as full-time
American resident of
Thomas sees first hand the in
tense situations foreign
students must deal with in
college career Basically
Lowers task is to assist
students with job hunting and
resumes obtain letters of
recommendations and ap
plications and inform students
of what type of jobs are
available with their major
Located in the room next to
Lowers is Career Service
Library through which Lower
will gladly escort students
The Library is filled with
pamphlets and brochures
which are divided into four
categories how to get started
graduate schools occupations
and employers
key word when seeking
post-graduate employment is
experience To many com
panies it is of fundamental im
portance Fortunately Beaver
has many programs designed






Program and are open to
students of all majors Win
terim is also an ideal time to
pursue an internship
During an interview Lower
addressed the topic of
graduate school Lower
believes it is good idea to
wait year or two before at
tending graduate school for
two very positive reasons
coming to the United States
For many it is their first visit
to this country and some
speak little or no English
Buck commented The first
twenty-four hours in this coun
try are crucial in forming
opinions Americans should
realize when you go to
foreign country your own
culture is really strong and the
differences are almost im
mediately obvious this is
culture shock The A.L.A
students are culturally pretty
rugged bunch put into an in
ternational as well as an
American culture situation
Due to their living
arrangements the A.L.A
students are immersed in an
extremely diverse atmosphere
referred to as the jungle by
Bernardo Vega native
Colombian presently living in
Thomas Hall This daily in
teraction fosters friendships
between young people of dif
ferent countries but un
fortunately does not fill the
void that exists due to lack
interaction between American
and foreign students A.L.A
exists. we need contact just
like any other bunch of
people Many American
students dont realize what
valuable resource these
people are the first-hand
experience is there to take ad
vantage of Not having it
would be great loss
Speaking with these students is
better than any broadcast
newspaper or sociology-
anthropology class its
real its first-hand its here
says Buck
Can this segregation be
considered problem If so
can solution be found Buck
feels the number-one social
First during the time that
elapses between schooling an
individuals interests may
change This time may serve
as an opportunity to discover
which specific field suits him
Mother important reason is
that very often once one is
employed by company that
company will pay for him to
go back to school
Not all undergraduates
move into graduate school
and not all psychology majors
breed rats to run through
mazes for the rest of their
lives so it is helpful to know
that there are diverse oc
cupations available in each
major field English majors
may pursue career as
writing consultant for
business work in government
services public relations or
publishing Fine arts majors
may enter fields from painting
to publishing to business and
management training
Psychology majors can help
the mentally handicapped or
teach Some Beaver psych
majors have gone into law
school
Having Lower in the
Beaver community is great
asse.t Students should not
refrain from meeting with him
or making use of the Career
Service Library and the
various ways to obtain ex
factor the students fight is
boredom Theres an in
credible amount of boredom
here think the major con
cern here is forming good
relationships one-to-one
There is virtually no American
have met who after meeting
some of the foreign students
has not formed some type of
relationship think we need
more A.L.A and Beaver ac
tivities together A.L.A
student must put aside their
reservations American
students must want to speak
with the foreign students at
length and on personal level
not like party We
should be made more aware
of SPB activities The Beaver
Soccer Team was great suc
cess because many A.L.A
students played they felt
It is important that at the
beginning of each semester
students be made aware of
and understand each faculty
members policy for class at
tendance This may vary from
course to course
When student must miss
class it is the students
responsibility to inform the
professor directly preferably
beforehand Excuses will not
be issued either by the Health
Center or administrative of
fices Records of Health Cen
ter admissions are available in
the Student Affairs Office if
the faculty wish verification
In the case of extended ab
sence for more than two
meetings of the same class the
student should notify the
Assistant Dean of the College
so that arrangements might be
made for making up the work
For further clarification see
39 Student Handbook
missing link exists in the
U.S between available college
scholarships grants and finan
cial aid and the people eligible
to receive them
Money is going unclaimed
because people dont know
where to find the funds or they
think they dont qualify says
the Director of the Student
Assistance Council olAmerica
According to Robert Freede
author of Cash-for-College
Prentice-Hall People be
lieve the myth that all scholar
ships and grants are based only
on students fmancial need..
class standing or test scores
Its not true
More than $100000000 of
school aid has gone unclaimed
and unused because it hash not
been matched up with the
proper students Students dont
bother to apply because many
parents dont believe their
children qualify for financial
aid Freede says
Yet millions of dollars in aid
are available to people regard
less of need or academic excel
lence Total dollars available
to students for college are some
$500000000 Substantial
amounts of money are hidden
behind strange eligibility
requirements little-known trust
like they were part of the
community thats an Im
portant thing
would like to provide
context where A.L.A and
American students can speak
at length and in depth or
about important issues on
personal level context
where each person relates to
the other on his own







Playshops fourth and final
production of the 1980-81
season will be held February
15 16 and 17 at 630 p.m in
the Little Theatre The play is
Henrik Ibsens Dolls
House This realistic drama of
woman trapped within her
own home will be directed by
Stephen Buckwald and will be
presented on April 10 11
and 12
All parts are open so read
through the script and come
try out Copies of the script
funds public and private
grants says Freede
Since you must apply to be
considered the trick is to fmd
out about these funds Matching
scholarship sources to qualified
individuals isnt job for
amateurs as computer is
required Even student coun
selors cant know more than
fraction of the over 250000
available source items
Scholarship Search an arm
of the Student Assistance
Council provides personalized
research by computer that
matches students eligibility
factors to sources of funds for
college which they are qualified
to receive
The search guarantees to
identify specific financial
sources of potential funds for
the subscribinl student
Who is more likely to qualify
for college funds
To help answer this question
the Student Assistance Council
has developed 60-second quiz
for which one yes answer
could qualify someone to apply
for number of financial aid
sources
Ask yourself
Have you participated in
extra-curricular activities in
school or outside of school
Have you decided on
particular career or occu
pation Many scholarships are
based on the students interest
in major course of study or
future occupation
Are you or your parents
affiliated with any union
religious or fraternal organiza
tion community or profes
sional group
Were either of your
parents
in the Army Navy Air
Force Marine or Coast
Guard
The Student Assistance
Council of America has devel
oped unique Student Profile
Application Form which pro
vides the keys to finding
multiple sources of financial
You can get copy of this
form plus how to Scholar
ship Search Information Kit by
writing directly to the Council
and enclosing $1.00 to help pay
for first class postage handling
etc
Write Student Assistance
Council of America Suite
628U 1775 Broadway New
York NY 10019
are available in the bookstore
and one copy is on reserve in
the library Any other
questions call Deena at ext
292 or Mike at ext 353
Graduation Fears Quelled
Students Lose Millions By
Not Applying Themselves
perience
Thomas Hall World Of Difference
aid
ART SUPPLIES
BY SPUZ CRAFTS INC
Supplies and ln.sirutiion
Mon-Fri 10-9 Sat 10-530 Sun 12-5
10% Discount wiSiudeni l.D
ORESHERTOWN PLAZA
1650 LIMEKILN PtKE 215 542-9059
DRESHER PA 19025
CRAFTh
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Feb 17th Allentown Away
Feb 17th Allentown Away
By Sherry Simone
Over the winter break
much needed change and im
provement took place in the
annals of Beaver athletics
The old trophy case long hid-
den away in the dark recesses
of the Gym in Murphy Hall
received much deserved
renovation and relocation tç
the Atwood Library This
change was brought about
throth the diligent efforts of
Ruth Heister one of the fine
athletes of the sophomore
class Mrs Heister working in
the Gym during the winter
felt that the case is an im
portant but somewhat forgot-
ten part of the schools
athletic tradition and should
be restored to its former
elegance
The case was originally
built on campus in the early
years of the schools hiory
Until that time the trophies
which the teams had won had
no place of display befitting
their dignity The Beaver
community somewhat irked
by the lack of showcase for
their hard earned prizes ban-
ded together to fashion fine
display case Since the
building of the showcase it has
been stored in the Gym
However because of scar-
city of trophies the display
area has been largely forgot-
ten
While working in the Gym
Mrs Heister took notice of the
ancient case and decided to
do something aboit its con-
dition She started by stripping
off all the old layers of finish
which had built up over many
years She then applied an
antique brown finish which
highlights the careful hand
crafting in the case With th
Yoga and meditation classes
are being held on Tuesday
nights in Heinz lobby begin-
ning at p.m
Yoga is the physical art to
remove tension keep your




Meditation is the art of
FAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER
Umsklln PIke Township Road
Dresher Pa 19025
addition of lights it is truly an
elegant piece of craft-
smanship
Still its location remained
problem since it was likely
that the case would slip back
into oblivion without more
prominent position After
scouting out several possible
locations Mrs Heister
decided upon the Atwood
Library In this new location
the case and the trophies
would be seen and ap
predated by all the students
The showcase is located on
the ground floor of the
Library at the foot of the
campus-wide talent
search is now in progress
Were looking for Tais and
especially Randys for
Beavers Ice Skatlig sessions
which will be held on Mon
days from 3-5 p.m at the Old
York Road Skating Club on
Church Road Professional
Instruction takes place from
3-330 p.m followed by free
Other classes available on
Monday are Tap Dance
1230 p.m Archery 130
p.m and Folk and Square
Dance 245 p.m. All of
these classes meet in Murphy
Racquetball players of all
levels are welcome to the
130-220 1-rh class which
also meets in Murphy As soon
as weather permits well
move to the otidoor courts by
the Art Building Racquet-
ball Tournament and Tennis
Tournament for the entire
Beaver Community is planned
for Spring




that clutter and conftnion in
your very busy brain while
listening to soft musicsic
Debbie Walter is the
teacher from Integral Yoga
Institiie If interested contact
Linda Detra Ext 370
staircase on the left hand side
Today there are only three
trophies on display which
belong to the Boys Basketball
team the Soccer team and
the Girls Tennis team
fourth trophy won again by
the Soccer team is soon to be
on display Our older trophies
from 40 to 70 years age have
been put into storage There is
presently one shelf in the case
right now but theres room
for several more and one
can only hope that with the
current resurgence of the
sports program the case will
soon be filled
SPECIAL EVENTS




Wed.-Feb 18-4 p.m Muflhy




scheduled for MW 3-4 p.m in
the Gym Self Defense
course will also be organized
for this semester If you are
interested but cannot attend
the demonstration please sign
up with the Physical
Education Department
Ms Wendy Hammarstrom
will conduct the Movement
Techniques Demonstration
She is interested in organizing
class for Physical Education
credit for this semester
Anyone interested please sign




Trophy Case Receives Renovation
Phys Ed Dept Offers
Ice Skating Self Defense
F1u
by John Holton
An Open Letter to Milton Street
Dsar Rprssintatlvs Str..t
was aghast to hear that you have recently called for
far stIffer penalties -- including capital punishment -- for
drug merchants and addicts am writing to tell you why
consider banning certain drugs beyond the legitimate
scope of government and why anti-drug laws are relic of
our countrys rather racist past
When one individual attacks another he becomes liable
to the retaliation of the person he has assaulted If
someone clubs you on the head with baseball bat you
have the moral right to exact the same from him However
most people lack the time energy and physique required
to effectively punish those who might assault them
Therefore governments are established to do this work
Individuals cede their right of retaliation to their govern-
ment and it is upon this basis that governments may track
down try and punish those blighters who forcibly In-
terfere-with the lives of others
But no individual has right of retaliation against
someone who Is living peacefully You may not swing your
baseball bat at the skull of anyone save the Individual
who originally hit you Even If you think he is living un
wisely Even if you think he Is living Immorally Thus
government has no business tracking and punishing
those who are not violently interfering with others Such
peaceful people are not liable to retaliation and govern-
ment possesses only retaliatory powers
Of itself selling cocaine Is peaceful activity The
cocaine merchant is simply party to number of volun
tary exchanges Qua cocaine merchant he attacks no-one
and is not liable to the retaliatory power of government
And retaliatory power is the only power government may
legitimately exercize Therefore to punish an individual
for selling narcotics is an abuse of government power
am well aware of the fact that most of our current crop
of drug dealers are pretty nasty types -- often thieves and
murderers But thievery and killing are not inherently part
of the drug merchants role If drug merchants kill and rob
people they should be punished for murder and larceny
but their crimes are not sufficient reason for making drug
dealing Itself illegal Similarly we do not make being
congressman Illegal because many congressmen accept
bribes Furthermore the reason so many drug dealers
commit crimes on the side is the fact that their profession
is already Illegal Therefore just as the Prohibition turned
the liquor business over to crooks so our narcotics laws
leave the field with Its enormous profits to the Mafia
Legalizing narcotics would probably be the biggest single
step America could take to smash organized crime If
Dow Chemicals could sell heroin they would run the
Mafiosos out of business in week
Have you ever wondered why certain addictive drugs
are legal alcohol caftelne nicotine -- while others are
prohibited Much of the reason lies in the fact that the
forbidden drugs were once associated with an unpopular
minority in America Opium for example was associated
with the Chinese Immigrants who were most unpopular in
the last century Most Chinese immigrants lived on the
West Coast and the first anti-opIum laws were passed In
San Francisco and Virginia City Nevada In 1875 and 1876
In 1879 Congress prohibited the production of smoking
opium by all but American citizens Chinese Immigrants
could not become citizens
Cocaine was linked to blacks report on Americas
opium problem sent to Congress in 1910 declared It has
been authoritatively stated that cocaine is often the direct
incentive to the crime of rape by the negroes of the South
and the other sections of the country It takes little
imagination to see that racism entered the equation of
banning cocaine
Marijuanas association with Mexican-Americans lead
to its demise 1972 study on the history of the pot
prohibition stated Whether motivated by outright ethnic
prejudice or by simple discriminatory disinterest the
proceedings before the state legislatures resembled
those in Texas in 1923 There was little If any public at-
tention and no debate Pointed references were made
the drugs Mexican origins and sometimes to the criminal
conduct which invariably followed when Mexicans
ingested the killer weed
These arguments are hardly exhaustive But their direc
tion suggests that your effort to stiffen drug law penalties
is misguided Rather laws should be relaxed and drugs











that even when cancer is
cured the patient will




It helps people return to
their hcmes and their jobs
There is life after cancer
iwo million people are
living proof If or









Feb 2th Phila Bible
Home




Sun Thurs 1100 1100 Beaver Students w/1D
Friday Sat 1100 100 PIck-up only
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